SELECTION CRITERIA FOR END OF YEAR AWARDS
(Prep – Y5)
(as at 3 November, 2014)

ACADEMIC AWARD

- Has attained the highest (combined) academic results in English, Maths and Science in that year level (moderated result across classes as required).
- Has attained not less than a “C” in ALL other Key Learning Areas.
- Demonstrates a positive attitude towards learning.
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ‘40 day’ term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
(Academic Award recipient is ineligible for this award)

- Has attained the highest academic result in English and/or Maths and/or Science in the Class for their year level (not including the academic award recipient).
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ‘40 day’ term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).

MOST IMPROVED STUDENT AWARD
(max 2 per class)

- Has demonstrated a significant level of improvement throughout the year in reading and/or writing, and/or numeracy and/or behaviour, as demonstrated by school data
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ‘40 day’ term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
- NB: A teacher may nominate a recipient who demonstrates significant improvement but may fall short of the RSR and Attendance criteria.
CITIZENSHIP AWARD

1. Participates and Contributes positively in the life of the School Community including:
   i. School fund-raising;
   ii. School AND Community ANZAC Commemorations (unless restricted by religious affiliation);
   iii. School Celebrations in Mount Morgan Golden Mount Festival;
   iv. School Indigenous Events
   v. Promotion of School’s PBS program.
2. Demonstrates EXEMPLARY behaviour throughout the senior year (no One School Referrals / 4 x 40 Day PBS prizes).
3. Consistently wears full School Uniform.
4. Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
5. Demonstrates a positive attitude towards learning.
6. Demonstrates care and concern for the welfare of others.
7. Demonstrates excellent manners and respect towards peers, school staff and volunteers.

SPORTSPERSON (Year Level) AWARD

1. Has attained at least a “C” level of achievement across two semesters in Health and Physical Education KLA;
2. Participates in Summer and Winter Team Sports (Y4&5 only);
3. Positive participant in school’s Learn to Swim program (Participating Year Levels);
5. Representative of Mount Morgan Central Track and Field Team in Rockhampton District Carnival (Participating Year Levels only);
6. Participates positively in School Cross Country;
7. Demonstrates a high degree of Sportsmanship;
8. Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’ term rewards.
9. Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
ARTS/CULTURAL

- Has attained the highest academic result in The Arts KLA for that year level (moderated result).
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining '40 day' term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
SELECTION CRITERIA
FOR SENIOR AWARDS

ACADEMIC AWARD (Robinson Family Award)

- Has attained the highest (combined) academic results in English, Maths and Science (moderated result).
- Has attained not less than a “C” in ALL other Key Learning Areas.
- Demonstrates a positive attitude towards learning.
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’
term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90%
  (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant
  family trauma event).

PERSISTANCE AND EFFORT AWARD (P&C Award)

- Maintains persistence and effort on a daily basis both in and
  out of the classroom, applying his or herself whole heartedly
to all endeavours.
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’
term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90%
  (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant
  family trauma event).
- Demonstrates a positive attitude towards learning, striving
  constantly to improve and achieve.
- Represents the school positively at school and in the community.

BEST TRIER AWARD (donate by local State Member, Ted Malone)

- Maintains persistence and effort on a daily basis both in and
  out of the classroom, applying his or herself whole heartedly
to all endeavours.
- Demonstrates persistence and effort in spite of challenges
  s/he may encounter.
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’
term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90%
  (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant
  family trauma event).
- Demonstrates a positive attitude towards learning, striving
  constantly to improve and achieve.
- Represents the school positively at school and in the community.
CITIZENSHIP AWARD (Mount Morgan Lions Club)

- Participates and Contributes positively in the life of the School Community including:
  - School / Camp fund-raising
  - School AND Community ANZAC Commemorations (unless restricted by religious affiliation);
  - School Celebrations in Mount Morgan Golden Mount Festival;
  - Promotion of School Events
  - Promotion of School’s PBS program.
- Demonstrates EXEMPLARY behaviour throughout the senior year (no One School Referrals / 4 x 40 Day PBS prizes).
- Consistently wears full School Uniform.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
- Demonstrates a positive attitude towards learning.
- Demonstrates care and concern for the welfare of others.
- Demonstrates excellent manners and respect towards peers, school staff and volunteers.

OUTSTANDING SPORTSPERSON AWARD (Commonwealth Bank)

- Has attained the highest level of representation (eg. State, Capricornia, Greater Rockhampton, Rockhampton) in School Sport and has:
  - Participated in school teams each season (Winter and Summer);
  - Participated positively in school Track and Field Carnival;
  - Participated positively in School Cross Country;
  - Participated positively in School Learn to Swim Program;
  - Demonstrates a high degree of Sportsmanship;
  - Attains at least a ‘C’ level in Health and Physical Education KLA;
  - Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’ term rewards.
  - Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
- In the event that more than one student attains these criteria, the award would go to the student who has represented at the highest level in the most events (eg. Shot Put and 200m beats Shot Put only)
- Must be representative in School Sport. Does not include non-school sports eg. Water-Skiing, Go-Cart Racing.
OTHER AWARDS

RSL ALROUNDER AWARD (Year 6 Student Only) (Mount Morgan RSL)

- Maintains persistence and effort on a daily basis both in and out of the classroom, applying his or herself whole heartedly to all endeavours.
- Demonstrates persistence and effort in spite of challenges s/he may encounter.
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’ term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
- Demonstrates a positive attitude towards learning, striving constantly to improve and achieve.
- Represents the school positively at school and in the community.
- May have overcome a significant barrier to attain persistence and effort.

CWA MOST IMPROVED STUDENT AWARD (Year 6 Student Only) (Mount Morgan CWA)

- Has demonstrated a significant level of improvement throughout the year in reading and /or writing, and/or numeracy and/or behaviour, as demonstrated by school data
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’ term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).
- NB: A teacher may nominate a recipient who demonstrates significant improvement but may fall short of the RSR and Attendance criteria.

ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD FOR TALENTED ARTISTS: (Mount Morgan Art and Craft Guild) (all year levels) (nominated by class teachers – determined by a staff panel)

- Has demonstrated a significant degree of talent in Visual Arts throughout the year.
- Is consistently – Responsible, Safe & Respectful - attaining ’40 day’ term rewards.
- Maintains a school attendance rate for the year of at least 90% (excludes absence from significant medical condition / significant family trauma event).